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HB 5616, An Act Concerning Revisions Rate Setting By The Department Of Social Services
HB 5615, An Act Concerning Revisions To The HUSKY Program
HB 5617, An Act Concerning The State-Administered General Assistance Program
SB 457, An Act Concerning Restoration Of Social Services Programs
SB 553, An Act Concerning Revisions To The Medicaid Program
Good afternoon Senator Handley, Representative Villano, and members of the Human Services
Committee. I am Stephen Frayne, Vice President, Finance and Insurance Services, at the
Connecticut Hospital Association (CHA). CHA and its members appreciate the opportunity to
present testimony in support of HB 5616, An Act Concerning Revisions Rate Setting By The
Department Of Social Services; HB 5615, An Act Concerning Revisions To The Husky
Program; HB 5617, An Act Concerning The State-Administered General Assistance
Program; SB 457, An Act Concerning Restoration Of Social Services Programs; and SB
553, An Act Concerning Revisions To The Medicaid Program. CHA supports these bills.
Over the past several weeks, I have testified before the Appropriations Committee, the Human
Services Committee, the Public Health Committee, and joint meetings of the Appropriations, the
Human Services, and the Public Health Committees. In each instance, CHA has asked the
legislature to resolve to:
-

repeal last year’s HUSKY, State-Administered General Assistance (SAGA), and
Medicaid changes, as well as cuts to the Uncompensated Care Pool;

-

reject efforts to eliminate transitional Medicaid and non-critical dental services;

-

require, as a minimum, provider-hold-harmless protection before permitting a
restructuring of the managed care pharmacy, dental, and behavioral health benefits; and

-

support rate increases that bring payments in line with costs for inpatient and outpatient
providers.

As drafted, HB 5615, 5616, 5617 and SB 457 and 553 make it clear that you have heard our plea
and want to help.
The major restructuring of human services programs over the past several years has been
portrayed as necessary to protect and pay for important safety net programs into the future
because increases in the cost of providing healthcare are reducing the amount of money available
for other services. We respectfully disagree.
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Eliminating coverage for HUSKY Adults, cutting funding for SAGA, shifting SAGA’s insurance
risk to providers, imposing co-pays (that in general are uncollectible), eliminating continuous,
guaranteed, and presumptive eligibility, restructuring HUSKY coverage, cutting funding for the
Uncompensated Care Pool, eliminating transitional Medicaid, and eliminating non-critical adult
dental services do not today, nor in the future, protect the safety net. These strategies, by
definition, reduce state funding for insurance coverage and add more of Connecticut’s citizens to
the rolls of the uninsured and under-insured.
As a consequence of changes already enacted, excluding the potential catastrophic effects of a
projected massive disenrollment of 93,000 individuals from Medicaid as a result of premium cost
sharing, Connecticut’s hospitals will have to provide an additional $55.4 million in free care
during the biennium. Thereafter, Connecticut’s hospitals will have to annually provide an
additional $58.2 million in free care. (Attached to this testimony are seven spreadsheets that
illustrate the impact on Connecticut hospitals of recent changes to state-funded healthcare
programs.)
At the end of this biennium budget period, it will have been eight years since a Connecticut
hospital has had a cost of living adjustment in the Medicaid fee-for-service system. We believe
there is no better time than now - when the state and national economies appear to be improving
- to fundamentally shift course to stabilize Connecticut hospitals and other providers vital to the
state’s safety net programs and to provide healthcare services to those most in need.
The state relies on hospitals to be the healthcare safety net for all those needing care, regardless
of their ability to pay. Hospitals rely on the state to be the insurer of last resort for Connecticut’s
most vulnerable citizens. These are separate roles but inseparable obligations.
CHA urges you to support HB 5615, 5616, 5617, and SB 457 and 553, because together they:
-

increase the level of Medicaid payment for hospital services to cost;

-

make hospitals and the patients they serve a priority by reinstating continuous,
guaranteed, and presumptive eligibility under the Medicaid program, and the restoration
of covered services and eligibility under the Medicaid and SAGA programs; and

-

fulfill the state’s obligation to be the insurer of last resort for Connecticut’s most
vulnerable citizens, rather than shifting this burden to providers.

Connecticut’s hospitals are there for all of us, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. CHA is asking you
to be there for hospitals this legislative session. Please vote yes on HB 5615, 5616, 5617, and
SB 457 and 553, and repair the damage to Connecticut’s healthcare safety net.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments.
SAF:kas
Attachments
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